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The concept of an Inflatable trampoline is a Danish invention
known in its native country as a “Hoppepuder” and is almost 30
years old!
In 2001 Connie Skibicki, the co-founder of
Jumping Pillows® Pty Ltd Australia, spent
many months in Denmark to learn and
understand the intricate nature of the
product and its installation procedures.
Subsequently securing the rights for the
product.
Upon her return to Australia, the brand
name Jumping Pillows® was born and in
May 2003 the very first Jumping Pillow was
installed at Cairns Coconut Resort,
Queensland.
Through it’s success within the recreation
market the Jumping Pillows® brand has
spread worldwide, starting in Australia and
New Zealand in 2003, followed by the
United Kingdom, and in April 2005 its
introduction into the United States &
Canada with an authorised North American
dealer. In 2007 South Africa was
established. In 2014 the Jumping Pillows®
product was successfully launched in China.
With the success of the Jumping Pillows®
brand, many European dealers are now
rebranding their “Hoppepuder” inflatable
trampolines with the biggest name in the
game: JUMPING PILLOWS®.
Jumping Pillows'® product and trademark
are now recognised worldwide and well
known for their quality, reliability and their
ability to provide hours of fun for many
people.

SO WHY CHOOSE A JUMPING PILLOW?

• We are the Original Jumping Pillows® (there
are recent copies and imitations of our
brand)
• Jumping Pillows is the only brand certified
to AUS and NZ Standards AS3533. This is
equivalent to Jumping Pillows TUV Standard
registration in Europe, which is one of the
best known & respected certification
standards in the world.
• Indoor Jumping Pillows available.
• We use the highest quality components
available to the market for this application.
• Successfully established within Australia
and New Zealand for over 12 years with
more than 500 installations.
• We carry public liability insurance.
• We are the only company in the world to
use safety rubber shock pads under our
Jumping Pillow for added safety.*

• We have over 25 years of worldwide
installation knowledge to draw from.
•The Jumping Pillows® registered brand
name has been proven to generate business
for clients from visiting tourists all over the
world and of course New Zealand.
Jumping Pillow® installation is a permanent
one. It requires some excavation and it
usually takes one day to install.
Jumping Pillows® come in a combination of bright colours and different sizes. They are
made in pre arranged colour sequence. There is no need on your part for colour
selection. However should you wish for your own colour sequence, that’s perfectly fine.
Most likely used colours are orange, yellow, blue and green. Our PVC manufacturer
gives these colours the highest UV rating suitable for New Zealand’s climate.
Jumping Pillow® maintenance and running costs are minimal. Electricity cost for the air
blower is likely to be between fifty cents and one dollar per day (based on 8 – 12 hours
day).
We recommend that activities on all Jumping Pillows® are supervised at all times by:
(a) site official(s), or (b) video camera with recording facility and regularly monitored.
Installing shades over your Jumping Pillow® will improve it’s life span. It is not unusual
for properly shaded Jumping Pillows® to last five years plus. Without shades, in the New
Zealand climate any PVC fabric from any supplier in the world will find it hard to do the
same. At the end of the day usage and UV exposure will be the final factor. Our PVC
fabric has the maximum UV protection built in and after many years of trying different
fabrics we know we have the best.
When the time comes to replace your Jumping Pillow® (PVC component), it can be done
by the customer or our installers. Typically Jumping Pillow replacement takes one day.
Our Jumping Pillows® come with 3 years (pro rated) wear and tear warranty as well as a
12 month installation warranty.

Factors that will affect the lifespan of your Jumping
Pillow® include:
• UV exposure
• climate and location
• the usage of your Jumping Pillow
• the soil quality of where your Jumping
Pillow is situated
• soft fall*
*From the inception of Jumping Pillows® sand
has proven to be the best soft fall material for
this application. Over the past twenty years
plus we have monitored (in Europe, USA,
Australia and New Zealand) Jumping Pillows®
with different soft falls.
We have found that for overall product
performance sand is the best. Surprisingly
sand abrasion is a negligible factor when you
compare Jumping Pillows® lifespan with
different soft fall materials such as: bark, wet
pour rubber, foam mattresses etc.
For indoor Jumping Pillows, depending on
customer preferences we can use rubber
cushions or foam mats.

Please Contact Us
For A Quote New &
Replacement Prices

CERTIFIED PRODUCT
TO NEW ZEALAND
STANDARDS
CUSTOM SIZES AVAILABLE
INDOOR OR OUTDOOR
INSTALLATIONS

*Pillow’s lengths & widths can vary by approx. 200mm

*OUR INSTALLATIONS INCLUDE ALL JUMPING PILLOW COMPONENTS:
ANCHORING SYSTEM, AIR BLOWER & HOSING & RUBBER SAFETY CUSHIONS
FOR EDGING UNDER JUMPING PILLOWS.

SEPARATING FACTS FROM FICTION
1. If I purchase an inflatable trampoline from someone else, can I call it a
Jumping Pillow®?
No, you can’t call your inflatable trampoline a Jumping Pillow®. It is a well known
trade mark in many countries around the world and you need to purchase the
original product, not a copy in order to use the name. Failing to do so, you are
exposing yourself to potential litigation and compensation.
2. Some companies selling copies claim they have exclusive and superior PVC
fabric to Jumping Pillows®. It that correct?
There is no such thing as an exclusive PVC fabric others may use. Their fabric is
readily available to anyone else. In fact we have been using the same fabric in Europe
for the past 7 years. Having used it for so many years in Europe we have not found
anything particularly superior about it.
3. Some competitors claim that their installation method has an improved safety
aspect. Is that true?
It is quite the opposite. Their installations lack the main safety components like
rubber cushions (see photos) and metal triangles which perform very important
technical and safety function. Such installations would no doubt fail
certification process.

JUMPING PILLOWS INSTALLATION
Includes playground rubber cushions which are
certified for critical fall height to NZ Standards.
We also use German PVC strips and galvanized
metal triangles for our anchoring system.
Our anchoring system is designed to last for
decades
Our PVC strips are flexible when needed and our
triangles perform an important technical and
safety function.
Our anchoring system makes future replacements
smooth and easy.

COPIES AND IMMITATIONS

No playground rubber cushions used - less safety
No metal triangles used - less safety
The whole anchoring system relies on
inexpensive timber planks.

SEPARATING FACTS FROM FICTION
CONTINUED..
4. Some competitors claim that their PVC fabric when exposed to accelerated UV
test performs better than Jumping Pillows fabric. It that correct?
It is impossible to say as the test data shown on our competitor’s website etc.
relates to a test done for Jumping Pillows in 2008 by a Belgian PVC manufacturer.
Unfortunately it shows a product that our company actually does not use. In
general accelerated UV tests are not reliable anyway as they can’t show any results
for wear & tear properties. They also can’t test for any compensating factors should
some fabrics have a thicker top PVC layer.
5. Does Jumping Pillow fabric need to have any UV protection applied after
purchase?
No. Our fabric has an inbuilt UV stabiliser. It is virtually impossible to find a PVC
fabric without it.
6. Does your air blower motor come from China?
No. we use either German or Italian motors.

MULTI & PANNA FIELDS FROM DENMARK
Panna is a new type of football. It is played one-on-one on a small octagonal court with low
rebound boards to keep the ball in play.
A game lasts for two minutes. It is won immediately if one of the players executes a clean "tunnel",
or Panna, against the other. It is lost immediately if a player kicks the ball directly out of the field.
The Panna Field is great for other games as well, ensuring it is fully utilised. Hockey, for example,
which becomes even more intense and exciting within the confines of the court.

Multi Field lives up to its name in every respect. It can be used for
almost any ball game: football, basketball, handball, volleyball or
hockey to name but a few of the exciting sports for which Multi Field
is ideal.
Divide the field and share the fun. The Multi Field can be sectioned
transversely, allowing several games to be played at once. Such
flexibility ensures plenty of fun and enjoyment for ball-control
artists of all ages
and can be of great
benefit when a whole
tournament is to be
played in the course
of a day.
Spectators can also enjoy
the added excitement of watching several activities at once.

Good Reasons for
Choosing Panna and
Multi Fields
The latest “must have“ from Europe
• Enjoyed by all ages
• Made in Denmark
• Practically indestructible
• Shock absorbing surface*
• Enjoy: soccer, basketball, hockey,
touch footy and more...
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